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Summary
1. The core assumption of neutral theory is that all individuals in a community have equal ﬁtness
regardless of species, and regardless of the species composition of the community. But, real com-
munities consist of speciesexhibiting large trait differences; hence these differences must be subject
toperfectﬁtness-equalizingtrade-offsforneutralitytohold.
2. Here we explain that perfect equalizing trade-offs are extremely unlikely to occur in reality,
because equality of ﬁtness among species is destroyed by: (i) any deviation in the functional form
of the trade-off away from the one special form that gives equal ﬁtness; (ii) spatial or temporal
variationinperformance;(iii)randomspeciesdifferencesinperformance.
3. In the absence of the density-dependent processes stressed by traditional niche-based commu-
nity ecology, communities featuring small amounts of (i) or (ii) rapidly lose trait variation, becom-
ing dominated by species with similar traits, and exhibit substantially lower species richness
compared to the neutral case. Communities featuring random interspeciﬁc variation in traits (iii)
loseallbutafewfortuitousspecies.
4. Thus neutralityshouldbeviewed, apriori, asahighlyimprobable explanationforthelong-term
co-occurrence of measurably different species within ecological communities. In contrast, coexis-
tence via niche structure and density dependence,is robust to speciesdifferences in baseline ﬁtness,
andsoremainsplausible.
5. We conclude that: (i) co-occurring species will typically exhibit substantial differences in base-
line ﬁtness even when (imperfect)equalizingtrade-offs havebeen taken into account; (ii) therefore,
communities must be strongly niche structured, otherwise they would lose both trait variation and
species richness; (iii) nonetheless, even in strongly niche-structured communities, it is possible that
theabundanceofspecieswithsimilartraitsareatleastpartiallyfreetodrift.
Key-words: biodiversity, coexistence, community ecology, density dependence, ecological drift,
ecosystemfunction,life-historymanifold,nullmodel,traitvariation
Introduction
Ecologistsarelargelyagreedthatneutraltheoryhasprovided
valuable null models for community ecology, particularly
for species-rich systems (Bell 2001; Chave 2004; Adler,
HilleRisLambers & Levine 2007). For example, Hubbell’s
(2001)formulation ofaneutralmodelhasprovidedanexpec-
tation for the dynamics of a plant community lacking any
niche structure, or species-speciﬁc dynamics or interactions.
Such an expectation is clearly valuable as a baseline against
whichtostudy the effectsofvariousecologicalprocesses.Itis
also widely acknowledged that neutral models can reproduce
some patterns observed in real communities which had
formerly been assumed to result from niche structure and
species-speciﬁc interactions (Hubbell 2001; Chave 2004;
Hubbel 2006). This kind of result helps to identify which
patterns contain the most (or least) information about a
given ecological process or scientiﬁc question (Alonso,
Etienne & Mckane 2006; Zilio & Condit 2007). For these
reasons, null models based on neutral theory can be expected
to remain a useful part of community ecology fortheforesee-
ablefuture(Clark2009).
However, the degree to which real ecological communities
are actually neutral is a more open question (Gotelli &
McGill 2006). That is, what is the distribution of ecological
communities along a continuum from purely neutral,
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structured (Adler, HilleRisLambers & Levine 2007)? As well
as being of fundamental intellectual interest, the answer to
this question is important for predicting how communities
might respond to anthropogenic disturbances. For example,
the species or trait composition of a community that is more
strongly niche-structured will be more stable than that of a
neutral community in a static environment. But, it will also
show more pronounced, and more predictable, directional
responses to environmental change. Moreover, a more
strongly niche-structured community will more tightly regu-
latethebiogeochemicalfunctioningoftheecosystem,provid-
ing species have differential effects on that functioning
(Beare et al. 1995; Hector & Bagchi 2007). This in turn
implies that the loss of a given species (or type of species) has
moreimpactonbiogeochemicalfunctioning inmorestrongly
niche-structuredcommunities.
Naturally, our assessment of how many, and which kind,
of communities might occupy different positions along the
niche-strength continuum needs to be constrained with data
(Etienne &Olff2005;Gotelli&McGill2006; McGill, Maurer
& Weiser 2006). Long before the recent interest in neutral
theory, there was a wealth of empirical evidence that ruled
outthekeyassumptionofneutraltheory:thatallspecieshave
equal per-capita growth rates in all situations (see Neutrality
vs. ecological drift, below). This assumption is often referred
to as the assumption of functional equivalence amongst spe-
cies (Hubbell 2005). For example, species-habitat correla-
tions (e.g. Whittaker 1956; Walter 1973) and ecological
succession (e.g. Cowles 1899), which have been documented
incountlesscommunities, are incompatiblewith the idea that
species identity has no implications for per-capita growth
rate. More recently, experiments and model-data compari-
sons have produced results that are incompatible with the
assumption of functional equivalence among species. For
example, in grassland communities, successful invasion is
more likely for species belonging to functional groups that
are absent from the resident community (Fargione, Brown &
Tilman 2003; Turnbull et al. 2005; Petermann et al. 2010);
and in grasslands and forests the outcome of competition
among species can be predicted from measured trait differ-
ences (e.g. Pacala et al. 1996; Fargione & Tilman 2006;
Purves et al. 2008). In addition to these direct refutations of
the assumptions of neutral theory, there have been a large
number of empirical tests of the key predictions of neutral
theory (e.g. the distribution of species abundances, species–
area relationships: reviewed by McGill, Maurer & Weiser
2006). These tests appear to have rejected neutral theory in
most cases (McGill, Maurer & Weiser 2006). However,
although this body of empirical evidence appears to rule out
pure neutrality, it is much more difﬁcult to interpret in terms
oftheniche-strength continuum.
Directly assessing the relative importance of niches in
maintaining diversity is in fact extremely difﬁcult, requiring
detailed ﬁeld experiments which quantify both baseline
ﬁtness differences and the strength of density dependence
(but see Levine & Hillerislambers 2009 for an excellent recent
example).Incontrast,manycurrenttestsofneutralityrelyon
analysing relative abundance patterns, species–area relation-
ships, and⁄or patterns of how community similarity decays
with spatial separation; where the niche signature is likely to
be weak (Chave, Muller-Landau & Levin 2002; Purves &
Pacala 2005). Given that such tests have little power to place
communities on the niche-strength continuum, it is therefore
also important to consider, based on ﬁrst principles, how
likely does neutrality seem? Thinking in Bayesian terms
(Clark 2004), we could formalize this expectation as a prior
for the distribution of communities along the niche-strength
continuum (Ellison 2004). Outside of a formal Bayesian
framework, we can rather ask: if the current empirical
evidence does not strongly distinguish between neutrality
and niches, do we have any a priori reason for preferring one
hypothesisovertheother?
Ithasbeenarguedthatintheabsenceofstrongevidencefor
niche structure, the a priori preference should be skewed in
favourofneutrality, because neutrality ismore parsimonious
thannichetheory(e.g.Hubbell2005;Hubbel2006).Theargu-
ment goes that neutral models are simpler than nichemodels,
because they need to postulate fewer processes, described by
fewer parameters. Therefore, in the absence of data, or in the
presence of data that does not strongly distinguish between
neutrality and niches, we should accept neutrality as the
favoured model; a scientiﬁc principle known as Occam’s
razor. But, empirical tests of neutral theory are currently
strongly focussed ononly a fewaspects of ecologicalcommu-
nities–forexample,relativeabundancepatterns,species–area
curves–andtherebyignoreagreatdealofotherinformation.
Webelievethat thislimited focushasallowed the assumption
ofneutralitytoappearplausible,andevenpreferable.
In contrast, we argue here from ﬁrst principles that neu-
trality is inherently highly implausible, because real commu-
nities actually contain species that are observably different in
almosteveryrespect.However,neutralitydemandsthatthese
differences in species’ traits perfectly cancel out, such that
the per-capita growth rate of all species, whether small- or
large-seeded, fast- or slow-growing, annual or perennial, is
identical. We show that such perfect ﬁtness equalization is so
unlikely that the a priori expectation for the niche-strength
continuum should be skewed in favour of niches. The
argument laid out here is, in our opinion, sufﬁcient by itself
to rule out the possibility of pure neutrality in any ecological
community. It also calls into question the robustness of a
large body of theoretical results assuming perfect ﬁtness
equalization among different species within the same
community (e.g. Purves & Pacala 2005; Lin, Zhang & He
2009).In a more general sense, the result implies that, even in
the absence of any further empirical tests along the lines of
Levine & HilleRisLambers (2009), we can safely conclude
thatthemajorityofcommunitiesareniche-structured.
Neutralityvs.ecologicaldrift
To begin, it helps to spell out precisely what a neutral com-
munity is. In a neutral community, species identity has no
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its species identity, and independent of the species composi-
tion of the community, at all times and in all places. The
interaction between any two individuals is also unaffected by
their species identities (Chave 2004; Chesson & Rees 2007).
This is what is meant by ‘functional equivalence’. Because of
this assumption, a neutral community can have no ‘typical’
or equilibrium species composition toward which it returns
after disturbance. A neutral community cannot exhibit pre-
dictable ecological succession (Sousa 1979; Bergeron 2000),
non-random species-habitat correlations (Webb & Peart
2000), stable distributions of species through time and⁄or
space (Clark & McLachlan 2003), or directional changes in
species composition in response to perturbations such as
climate change (Chapin et al. 1995; Iverson & Prasad 1998)
ornitrogendeposition(Bobbink,Hornung&Roelofs1998).
It is also important to distinguish neutrality from the
ecological drift of species. Ecological drift implies that the
abundances of particular species are poorly regulated, i.e.
that they are wholly or partially free to drift upwards and
downwards through time (Vellend 2010). This occurs
because of stochasticity in births, deaths and the outcome
of competition: for example, on average, individuals of a
given species might produce 10 000 seeds per year, but in
reality the actual number of seeds produced will vary
among individuals. Similarly, in lottery-type models with a
ﬁnite number of sites (such as Hubbell’s 2001 model) the
choice of exactly which species captures the next vacated
site is determined by a random draw. Such stochasticity is
necessary in neutral models, as it is the only source of
dynamical behaviour, although stochasticity can easily be
incorporated into niche-based models as well (Hurtt &
Pacala 1995). Thus, the addition of stochasticity does not
by itself affect whether the community exhibits exhibit
neutrality, stable coexistence, or becomes dominated by
one species (Vellend 2010: except under unusual circum-
stances, for example, when there is a trade-off between the
mean and variance of a trait: Lichstein et al. 2007).
Intuitively, it might seem that ecological drift of the indi-
vidual species implies neutrality of the whole community –
but this is not the case (Purves & Pacala 2005; Vellend 2010;
see Appendix S1, Supporting information for a very simple
example).Infact,itisnowwidelyacknowledgedthatecologi-
cal drift of species can occur within communities that are
strongly niche-structured (see Hubbel 2006 for an example).
In practise, this means that the distribution of species traits
can be strongly regulated, even where the dynamics of any
particular species is dominated by ecological drift. For exam-
ple, a tropical forest may have a typical mix of low wood-
density pioneers and high wood-density late-successional
species. This mix can be described as regulated if, after the
forestisperturbedawayfromthetypicalmix,the foresttends
to return toward that typical mix. In principle, a forest can
behave in this way, even if the dynamics of each particular
species is dominated by ecological drift. In contrast, neutral-
ityimpliesthatthecommunityisfreetodriftfromanyspecies
composition, to any other species composition. Thus, in a
neutral community, there can be no typical mix of traits. A
neutral tropical forest could drift to become entirely domi-
nated by pioneers, or entirely dominated by late succession-
als, just by chance. Thus, although the argument presented
here makesana priori case thatneutralityisinherentlyhighly
improbable, it does not necessarily rule out the ecological
driftofparticularspecies.
Speciesdifferencesandequalizingtrade-offs
It would be easy to believe that real communities were indeed
neutral, if real communities were composed of functionally
equivalent‘cryptic’species,whichcouldonlybetoldapartby
sequencing non-functional parts of the genome. In this case,
the only process determining the dynamics of species would
necessarily be ecological drift, since no ecological process
could distinguish between these species. However, to our
knowledge, all known communities are composed of species
which are neither functionally identical nor cryptic. For
example, concentrating on plant communities, we ﬁnd that
co-occurring species are distinguishable morphologically,
and exhibit known, qualitative differences in biology, for
example nitrogen ﬁxation (yes or no), and seed dispersal
mode (wind, animals, both, other). Moreover, quantitative
aspects of performance, or quantitative plant traits, typically
vary by at least an order of magnitude for co-occurring
species: this variation includes, but is not limited to, growth
and mortality rates (e.g. Pacala et al. 1996; Condit et al.
2006), seed size (Westoby, Jurado & Leishman 1992),
wood density (Chave et al. 2006), height allometry⁄crown
architecture (Poorter, Bongers & Bongers 2006), and leaf
characteristics (Wright et al. 2004). It appears that wherever
the traits of co-occurring plant species have been measured,
they have been found to vary substantially among species.
Conversations with our zoologically focussed colleagues
suggest that substantial trait variation is also a ubiquitous
featureofanimalcommunities.
But how can such differences be reconciled with the key
requirement of neutral theory, that all species exhibit equal
ﬁtness, irrespective of the species composition of the commu-
nity? Surely substantial trait differences should create sub-
stantial ﬁtness differences? The only possible answer is
equalizing trade-offs (Chesson 2000a; Turnbull, Rees &
Purves2008; Lin, Zhang & He 2009). An equalizing trade-off
is a negative interspeciﬁc correlation between two or more
traits, which makes interspeciﬁc differences in ﬁtness smaller
than they would have been otherwise (Chesson 2000a). For
example,ifmorefecundspeciestendtohaveshorterlifespan,
then there will be less species-to-species variation in the
ﬁtness of species with different fecundities, than there would
have been otherwise. Equalizing trade-offs should not be
confused with stabilizing trade-offs, which cause density
dependence, non-neutral dynamics, the deterministic coexis-
tence of species, and the regulation of the distribution of
traits in the community (Chesson 2000a). In other words,
stabilizing trade-offs introduce niches. Thus stabilizing
trade-offs, which are enabled by species differences and
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arenotallowedinaneutralcommunity.
Negative correlations among traits of the kind required to
enable equalizing trade-offs have been documented in plant
communities countless times (e.g. Pacala et al. 1996; Dalling
& Hubbell 2002; Poorter, Bongers & Bongers 2006); there-
fore, the idea that communities composed of different species
might beneutral, has been deemed plausible(e.g. seeHubbell
2001). This plausibilityinturn impliesthattheoreticalstudies
of neutral communities composed of identical species (as in
Hubbell 2001) or species subject to perfect ﬁtness equalizing
trade-offs (as in Lin, Zhang & He 2009) are relevant to real
communities. However, rarely has it been possible to rule out
an alternative explanation: that the observed negative corre-
lations among different aspects of species performances
reﬂect, at least in part, a stabilizing trade-off, i.e. that they
have been induced wholly, or in part, by density dependence,
such that the shape and magnitude of the trade-offs depends
onthespeciescompositionofthecommunity.
To understand why equalizing trade-offs are unlikely to
enable neutral communities, we ﬁrst need to remind
ourselves that, for a set of species to co-occur for a long time
period without density dependence, they must have almost
exactly equal ﬁtness (Zhou & Zhang 2008). Just as in popula-
tion genetics, where a small selective advantage for one allele
compounds over time and leads to rapid ﬁxation, in popula-
tion dynamics, a small ﬁtness advantage to one species, or
one kind of species, compounds over time, and leads to the
rapid exclusion of all other species (Zhou & Zhang 2008).
Thus, to enable neutrality, equalizing trade-offs need to be
very close to perfect. That is, they need to not just reduce
interspeciﬁc variation in ﬁtness, but to almost perfectly
remove it.
Here,weuse simpleexamples todemonstratethe implausi-
bility of perfect ﬁtness equalizing trade-offs in real communi-
ties and show that functional equivalence among species is
even harder to achieve than is currently appreciated by most
community ecologists – even those who are sceptical about
neutral theory. We illustrate our arguments with a simple
trade-off between two aspects of performance – life span and
annual fecundity – in a plant community, i.e. a space-limited
community of sessile organisms. However, the argument we
present is general, applying to any trade-off among two or
moretraitsrelevanttoﬁtness.
Lifespanfecunditytrade-off
We consider an idealized community, composed of a number
of species j =1… n, where individuals exhibit a species-
speiﬁc constant annual fecundity aj (year
)1), and a constant
mortality rate lj (year
)1), throughout their lives. In this case,
the expected lifetime ﬁtness of an individual of species j, Fj,i s
simply the product of aj and the expected life span qj (which
is equal to 1⁄lj), i.e. Fj =( 1⁄l)aj. To simulate the dynamics
of this idealized community, we begin with Hubbell’s (2001)
model, and introduce minimal changes to accommodate
variation in mortality and fecundity. The state of the model
at any one time is speciﬁed by the species identity j of the
individual occupying each site q in the community, which we
referto here as j(q). Thestate changes throughtime asa site q
is made vacant through random mortality of the individual
at q, at which point a new species instantly captures q, result-
ing in a new j(q) value. Thus the dynamics of the system are
speciﬁed by the mortality probabilities for each site q, and by
theruleforassigningavacatedsitetoaspecies:
Eq ¼ ljq ðÞ ðmortalityÞ eqn 1:1
PðjÞ¼ð 1   mÞ
ajNj P
k
akNk
þ m
aj P
k
ak
ðcolonizationÞ eqn 1:2
where Eq is the annual probability that site q will become
vacant through mortality; lj(q) is the annual mortality rate of
speciesj;P(j)istheprobabilitythatthenewlyvacatedsitewill
be assigned to species j; Nj is the number of sites occupied by
species j immediately before the mortality event; aj is the
fecundity of species j; and the parameter m is the probability
thatthenewlyvacatedsitebecomescapturedviaimmigration
from a regional species pool, rather than from within the
local community. In eqn (1.2), the sums over k represent
sums over all species in the regional species pool. In physical
terms, eqn (1) corresponds to assuming: (i) that if the site is
captured from within the community, the probability that
species j captures the next vacated site is equal to the fraction
ofalloftheseedsinthecommunitythatare producedbyspe-
cies j; (ii) if the site is captured via immigration, all species
have equal abundance in the regional pool, and the site is
assigned to j according to the fraction of seeds arriving from
the regional pool that are produced by species j. In common
with Hubbell’s (2001) formulation, eqn (1) implicitly
assumes that the number of seeds of each species arriving at
each site is equal to the expectation. Therefore, it does not
allow for stochasticity in the seed arrival process, which
becomes more important as fecundity is reduced. However,
in Appendix S2, Supporting information, we show that the
resultspresentedherearerobusttothe inclusionofstochastic
seed arrivals, even where fecundities are low (Figs S1 and S2,
Supportinginformation).
Deﬁnitionofﬁtness
It is important to realize that within site-based, lottery-type
models of community ecology, such as Hubbell’s (2001)
model and the variant of Hubbell (2001) used here, the aver-
agechangeinpopulationsize,takenoverallspecies,isalways
zero. This is because there are a ﬁxed number of sites, all of
which are ﬁlled by a single individual. Thus, any increase in
the abundanceofonespecies,must bebalancedbya decrease
in the abundance of another species. Within this framework,
we employ a commonly used measure of ﬁtness which is rele-
vant to the dynamics of the community, i.e. we deﬁne the
ﬁtness of species j as the lifetime output of viable seeds of
an average individual of species j. When choosing which
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distinguish between the seeds of different species; hence
according to this deﬁnition, a set of species with equal ﬁtness
have equal expected per-capita growth rate. Conversely, if
there are species with higher ﬁtness according to this deﬁni-
tion, those species will capture a disproportionate fraction of
newly vacated sites, and so outcompete the other species.
Thus, our deﬁnition of ﬁtness is sufﬁcient to tell whether or
not the community will exhibit neutral dynamics. In alterna-
tive models lacking niche structure – for example, where the
probability of site capture depends on seed mass rather than
seed number, or where the total number of individuals is not
ﬁxed – a different measure of ﬁtness would be required. But
the same qualitative conclusions would remain, namely, that
ﬁtness, appropriately deﬁned, would need to be almost per-
fectly equal for all species in order for neutral dynamics to
occur.
In the neutral case, we can therefore calculate the ﬁtness of
species j from the traits of species j. However, this approach
would not be sufﬁcient to understand the dynamics of
communities subject to density dependence, where per-capita
growth rates depend on both the traits of the species in
question, and on how those traits compare with the current
mixture of traits present in the community. For example, a
pioneer tree species would have greater per-capita growth
rate in a landscape currently dominated by late-successional
trees, than in a landscape currently dominated by other
pioneers.In suchniche-regulated communitiesthe concept of
ﬁtness can become difﬁcult and needs to be applied with care
(Chesson 2000a; Adler, HilleRisLambers & Levine 2007;
Levine&HilleRisLambers2009).
Aperfecttrade-off
Returning to our lottery model lacking density dependence,
it is a simple matter to derive the functional form of the
equalizing trade-off between mortality rate and fecundity
that, if it were exhibited in reality, would lead to all species
havingequallifetimeﬁtness:
lj ¼ð 1=CÞaj ðperfectly equalizing trade-offÞ eqn 2
Where C is the lifetime ﬁtness shared by all species. This
equal ﬁtness in turn implies neutral dynamics. One way to
visualize this is to plot lj vs. aj for different values of C
(Fig. 1). This provides a set of ‘equal ﬁtness isoclines’, where
eachisoclinecorrespondstoasetofcombinationsofqj and aj
thatconferequalﬁtness.Nowconsidertwo speciesjand k.In
a neutral community, j and k can co-occur for a long period
of time if and only if they have equal lifetime ﬁtness, i.e., they
are both on the same equal ﬁtness isocline. Otherwise, one
species will quickly drive the others to extinction. The argu-
mentextendstoamulti-speciescommunity:anysetofspecies
j =1… n can co-occur for long periods if and only if all
speciesliealongthesameequalﬁtnessisocline.Thisisthesig-
nature of a perfectly equalizing trade-off. As expected, simu-
lations of this community show pure ecological drift of
particular species and, more importantly, pure drift of the
distributionofspeciestraits(Fig. 2a).
Improbability
The problem with this argument is there is no biological or
ecological reason why a given set of species should happen to
lie on an equal ﬁtness isocline. To generate a neutral commu-
nity in this case, we deliberately derived the functional form
of the trade-off between mortality and fecundity (eqn 2) in
order to achieve the end result that species would have equal
ﬁtness. We wanted the community to exhibit neutral dynam-
ics, and so we solved for a relationship between life span and
fecundity (eqn 2) that would make this true. Crucially, we
haveprovidednobiologicalreasoning,orempiricalevidence,
supporting the idea that the functionalform relating life span
andfecundityfollowstheshapeofanequalﬁtnessisocline.
This approach begs the question – why should the trade-
off follow the shape of an equal ﬁtness isocline, rather than
some other shape? In reality, trade-offs between different
aspects of performance will be determined by a variety of
processes,but primarily byconstraintsondifferentaspects of
performance imposed by biophysics and ecology (Fig. 1b).
These constraints delineate combinations of different traits
andaspects of performance that are possible, from those that
are not. Species are then expected to evolve toward the edge
of the constraint surface, at which point this edge deﬁnes a
life-historytrade-off(Fig. 1b).
Toillustrate,considerthe evolution ofa plantspecies,con-
centrating on just two aspects of performance–life span and
annual fecundity – while holding all other aspects constant
(e.g. growth rate, allocation to vegetative reproduction, etc.).
For this species, life span might be increased by a larger root
system (reducing the risk of drought death), thicker leaves
(reducing both drought risk and herbivore damage), a larger
carbonstore(thatcanbedrawnuponintimesofreducedcar-
bon ﬁxation or used to replace lost tissues), or an increased
concentration of protective compounds (reducing herbivore
damage). Similarly, annual fecundity might be increased by
more ﬂowers, more ovules per ﬂower, or larger or more
nectar-rich ﬂowers (to attract pollinators more efﬁciently).
Crucially, each of these physical features comes at a cost to
the plant in terms of resources (e.g. carbon, nitrogen) such
that a given unit of resources allocated to a given feature,
cannot be allocated to another feature. Thus, considering all
features together, a plant with a ﬁnite reserve of resources
can achieve some combinations of features, and not others.
Theconstraintsonthe combinations of physicalfeatures that
are possible, then translate into a constraint on which combi-
nations of performance are possible, as illustrated in Fig. 1b.
To understand why plants should evolve toward the edge of
this constraint surface, we need only note that an increase in
any one aspect of performance, with others held constant,
increases ﬁtness, and hence is favoured by natural selection.
Thus, natural selection will tend to make species evolve such
that they express combinations of different aspects of perfor-
mancethatareontheedgeofwhatispossible.
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offs–negativecorrelationsamongdifferentaspectsofperfor-
mance – are expected to be common in nature. However, it
also illustrates why perfectly equalizing should be extremely
rare. First, a unit of resource allocated to one feature may
have much lesseffect thanthe same unit ofresourceallocated
to an alternative feature that affects a different aspect of
performance. For example, a small amount of extra carbon
allocated to ﬂowers may have a large affect on fecundity,
whereas the same amount of carbon allocated to roots may
(a)
(c)
(e) (f)
(d)
(b)
Fig. 1. Negative trade-offs do not imply equal ﬁtness. Each panel shows a set of equal ﬁtness isoclines (dashed lines). Any two combinations of
life span and fecundity that lie along the same isocline, confer the same expected lifetime ﬁtness. Panels (a), and (c–f), each show a putative
communityofﬁvespecies(circles)followinganegativetrade-offbetweenlifespanandfecundityfollowingthegivenequation.If,andonlyif,the
negative trade-off happens to perfectly follow the shape of an equal ﬁtness isocline (a), do the species have equal ﬁtness such that they can
co-occurforlongperiodsintheabsenceofnichestructureanddensitydependence.Inallothercases(c–f)onespecieswillbeﬁtterthantheothers
(shown in black). Panel (b) shows why negative trade-offs are not expected to follow the shape of an equal ﬁtness isocline. The shape of the
isoclinesissetbythe ‘top down’requirementforequalﬁtness–inthiscase,therequirement thatthe product oflife spanandannualfecunditybe
thesameforeachspecies.Incontrast,theshapeofthetrade-offisdeterminedbyquiteseparatefactors,namely,variousecologicalandbiophysi-
cal constraints that delineate possible combinations of traits (shown in grey) from impossible combinations. Fitness is increased by an increase
in life span, an increase in fecundity, or both, and so species are expected to evolve toward the edge of the region of possible trait combinations;
i.e. to evolve the greatest life span for a given fecundity. Without density dependence, one combination of traits along this edge is expected to
confersuperiorﬁtnesscomparedtoallothercombinations(blackcircleinpanelb).
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decisions will affect more than one aspect of performance.
For example,increasedallocationtostem mightprovidesup-
port structure for more leaves (increasing growth rate), more
ﬂowers (increasing fecundity) andhold the leaves and ﬂowers
at a great height (increasing both growthrate andpollination
success).Thus, we expect the edge of the constraint surface to
have a complex, nonlinear shape determined primarily by
exactly how allocation to different physical features affects
differentaspectsofperformance.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Fig. 2. Simulations of population dynamics within space-limited communities lacking any form of niche structure or density dependence. The
model used for simulations is very similarto Hubbell’s(2001) neutral model (see text). Within eachcommunity, life spanis negativelycorrelated
with annual fecundity according to the equation given with the left panel (see main text). Left panels: dynamics of mean fecundity a (dark
line + grey region gives mean ± 1 standard deviation). Middle panels: dynamics of species richness (black) vs. the dynamics from the truly
neutral case (grey). Right panels: state of the community at the end of the simulation, each symbol showing one species. Insets show the same
information on a logarithmic vertical axis. As the results show, except in the special case of a perfect trade-off with no spatiotemporal variation
and no random interspeciﬁc effects (a), trait diversity collapses (b–e, right panels) and species richness is much lower than in the neutral case
(b–e middle panels). Simulation results for rapidly varying temporal variation following eqn (6) (not shown) were extremely similar to those for
spatialvariationfollowingeqn (5)(d).
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unlikely that the wide variety of biophysical and ecological
constraints on the evolution of species will lead to a life-
history trade-off that happens to place co-occurring spe-
cies along an equal ﬁtness isoclines – even if the biophysical
constraints cause a strong negative correlation among two
or more traits. As Fig. 1 shows, a negative correlation alone
isnotsufﬁcienttoconferequalﬁtness,becausemanypossible
negative correlations nonetheless do not conform to an equal
ﬁtness isocline. Rather, neutrality requires that all ﬁtness-
relevant traits happen to be negatively correlated in exactly the
way required to confer equal ﬁtness on all co-occurring species.
To illustrate, we return to the idealized neutral community
described above and introduce a series of simple changes to
eqn (2), each of which makes the trade-off between life span
and fecundity imperfect. We show that each of these changes
destroys the equality of ﬁtness among species and hence
destroystheneutralityofthecommunity.
First, and most importantly, any change in the functional
form of the relationship between mortality and fecundity
away from that required for equal ﬁtness, means that the
species cannot lie along an equal ﬁtness isocline. A minor
changetoeqn (1)isgivenbyintroducinganexponent:
lj ¼ð 1=CÞa
/
j ðminor change in functional formÞ eqn 3
Providing / > 0, this new equation still describes a
perfect, negative correlation between fecundity and life span
(Fig. 1c). But, this new equation gives equal ﬁtness among
species for / = 1 only. Under any other value of /, lifetime
ﬁtness is now a function of fecundity: Fj ¼ð 1=ljÞaj ¼
Ca
ð1 /Þ
j .Simulations of the dynamics of a community struc-
tured according to eqn (3), give dominance by a single or a
few species with very similar fecundity, with very rapid
exclusion of all other species (Fig. 2). Depending on the
value of the exponent /, the dominant species are either
those with the greatest fecundity (if 0 < / <1 ) o r t h e
greatest life span (if / > 1).
In eqn (2), the functional form of the relationship between
fecundityand mortality wasatleastchosentobeclosetothat
required for equal ﬁtness, differing only by an exponent
(eqn 2 vs. 3). But there is no reason to expect that these two
functions (the trade-off, and the equal ﬁtness isocline) should
be related at all (see Fig. 1b). For example, eqn (3) is unreal-
istic because it gives plants with zero fecundity a zero mortal-
ity rate, and hence an inﬁnite life span. This problem can be
avoided by using a more plausible functional form where, as
fecundity approaches zero, life span approaches a maximum
valueqmax(year):
1=lj ¼ qmax expð bajÞð major change in functional formÞ
eqn 4
Under this functional form, there is no combination of
qmax and b that confers equal ﬁtness on all species, because
ﬁtness is a function of fecundity for all values of qmax and b,
i.e. Fj = qmax aj exp ()baj). As expected, simulations of the
dynamics of this community give dominance by one or a few
species with very similar fecundities – but this time,the domi-
nant species have an intermediate fecundity (Fig. 2). Again,
theseresultsoccurdespitethefactthatfecundityandlifespan
areperfectlynegativelycorrelated(eqn 4,Fig. 1d).
More generally still,wecan imaginetheuniverseofallpos-
sible functions describing a perfect negative relationship
between life span and fecundity. This universe is very large,
including (for example) various nonlinear, sigmoid and
threshold-like functions. Given the variety of biophysical
and ecological constraints to which species are subject, we
would expect to ﬁnd a very wide variety of these functional
forms represented in real communities. But within this extre-
mely large universe, there is exactly one function that results
in equal ﬁtness, and neutral dynamics. In this way, we can
visualize the prior probability of neutrality: it is the probabil-
ity of selecting, at random, that one special functional form
from the extremely large universe of all possible functional
forms.
Fragilitytospatiotemporalvariationandrandom
speciesdifferences
The argument above explains why perfectly ﬁtness-equaliz-
ing trade-offs are unlikely to occur in reality. In this section,
we show that, even if such a trade-off did occur, it could
easilybedestroyedbyotherfactors.
The ﬁrst of these factors is spatial and temporal environ-
mental variation in performance. To give neutrality the best
chance of occurring in the face of this variation, we return to
the perfect ﬁtness-equalizing functional form (eqn 2) despite
that fact that this functional form is unlikely to occur in real-
ity. We then introduce spatial variation in performance, or
temporalvariation,asfollows:
lj;x;t ¼ð 1=CÞaj þ ex ðspatial variationÞ eqn 5
lj;x;t ¼ð 1=CÞaj þ et ðtemporal variationÞ eqn 6
for a set of communities in different locations x, and mea-
sured at different times t; where ex and et are random effects
on mortality, associated with our particular local community
x, or associated with time t (note that to prevent mortality
rates becoming negative we constrained ex ‡ 0 and et ‡ 0,
which in turn implies that (1⁄C)aj is the minimum possible
mortality rate). Crucially, in eqns (5, 6) these effects occur in
such a way that they act equally on all species, regardless of
species identity, mortality rate or fecundity. That is, for
spatial variation, within any particular local community, all
species are subject to the same ex; and for temporal variation,
atanyparticulartimet,allspeciesaresubjecttothesameet.
Despite this lack of species speciﬁcity, in the presence of
spatial variation, ﬁtness within our local community x now
varies among species (Fig. 2). That is, as long as ex is non-
zero, ﬁtness is now a function of fecundity:Fj ¼ 1=½ð1=CÞþ
ðex=ajÞ . Again, this variation in ﬁtness occurs despite the
fact that, whatever the value of ex, life span and fecundity
are perfectly negatively correlated (Fig. 1e). As expected,
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bya smallnumber ofspecieswith similar traits(Fig. 2d,right
panels). The winning species are those with the combination
of mortality and fecundity closest to the optimal combina-
tion, given the value of ex for that location. With the back-
ground trade-off between life span and fecundity following
eqn (2) (as shown in eqns 5, 6), the winning species are those
with the greatest fecundity. In the presence of different func-
tional forms (not shown) the winning species could have
intermediatefecundities.
Note, however, that the above treatment of spatial varia-
tion, and the simulation results presented in Fig. 1, con-
sider only a single local community x, subject to one
spatial effect, ex. Alternatively, we could consider a meta-
community, composed of multiple local communities sub-
ject to multiple ex values. In this case, we would expect
each local community x to become dominated by those
species with the optimal combinations of traits, given ex.I f
the optimal trait combinations differed from community to
community, the result at the metacommunity scale would
be deterministic coexistence via the spatial storage effect
(Chesson 2000b). The trait variation and species richness of
the metacommunity would not collapse. However, neutral-
ity would have still been destroyed, because the trait com-
position would no longer be free to drift within any local
community, or at the metacommunity scale.
The effects of temporal variation are similar to those of
spatial variation. In the presence of temporal variation, at
any given time t ﬁtness is a function of fecundity such that
one set of trait combinations confers greater ﬁtness than any
other combinations. Once again, with the background
trade-off between life span and fecundity following eqn (2)
(as shown in eqns 5, 6) the winning species are those with
the greatest fecundity, whereas with a different functional
form (not shown) they could have intermediate fecundities.
Thus, at any one time, the community exhibits non-neutral
dynamics. If the value of et remains unchanged for very long
periods, there is sufﬁcient time for the community to become
dominated by those species with traits closest to that opti-
mum. In contrast, if et varies from one time to the next, the
identity of the most ﬁt species could vary through time. This
did not occur in the simulations carried out here, because
the background trade-off follows eqn (1) where the ﬁttest
species is always the one with the greatest fecundity. But it
could occur with a different functional form (not shown).
In this case, the community at any one time would be
moving toward dominance by one species, but the identity
of this species would be changing through time. Nonethe-
less, over the long term a particular regime of temporal
variation will tend to favour particular combinations of
traits above others, and thus destroy neutrality. Simulations
of communities subject to rapid temporal variation (not
shown) conﬁrm this expectation, exhibiting a rapid loss of
trait diversity and reduced species richness compared to the
neutral case.
Now, consider random differences in the performance of
species. Again, to give neutrality the best chance of occurring
in the face of this variation, we set the functional form
relatinglifespanand fecunditytoeqn (2).Wethenimpose:
lj ¼½ 1=CÞaj expðejÞð random species differencesÞ eqn 7
where ej is a random species effect drawn from a distribution
with mean 0, irrespective of the fecundity or mortality rate of
j.Itisrelativelyobviousthatsuchdifferencesdestroyneutral-
ity (Fig. 1): a set of species could co-occur for a long period
only if they happened to have all received ej = 0, or happen
to have received a set of ej values that shifted them onto the
same equal ﬁtness isocline. By far the most likely outcome of
eqn (7) is that one or a very few species end up with ﬁtness
sufﬁciently greater than the other species, that they rapidly
exclude all other species (Fig. 1f). Note once again that this
result occurs despite the fact that life span and fecundity are
strongly and negatively correlated (although the correlation
isnolongerperfect:Fig. 1).
Random species differences also differ from alternative
functional forms (eqns 3, 4) and spatiotemporal variation
(eqns 5,6)inthatrandomspeciesdifferencesdestroythecon-
tinuityofthesetofspeciesﬁtness.Speciﬁcally,inthepresence
of alternative functional forms and spatiotemporal variation
as employed here, two species with extremely similar traits
necessarilyhave extremely similarﬁtness.As such,it cantake
a long time for the species with greatest ﬁtness to drive
similar species extinct (see the discussion of continuity in
Purves & Pacala 2005). In contrast, in the presence of ran-
dom species differences, a pair of species with very similar
traits will tend to exhibit dissimilar ﬁtness, simply because
they will tend to have received different random species
effects. This explains why the loss of species richness is more
rapid under random species differences (Fig. 1e middle pan-
els)comparedtotheothercases(Fig. 1b–dmiddlepanels).
Finally, note that these four processes – variation in the
functional form of the trade-off, spatial and temporal varia-
tion in performance, and random performance differences –
are not mutually exclusive. As each of these features is intro-
duced into a community, equality of ﬁtness among species
becomes progressively harder to achieve. This is important
because it is possible to ﬁnd some special mathematical for-
mulations of some of the above processes that, in isolation,
donotdestroyequalﬁtness(e.g.spatialenvironmentaleffects
that act multiplicatively, rather than additively, on annual
mortality rate). We note, however, that in reality it seems
extremely unlikelythat thattheformulations governing these
individual processes should happen to be the special cases
thatresultinequalﬁtnessamongspecies.
Discussion
Tosummarizeourargumentfortheimprobabilityofneutral-
ity: (i) co-occurring species exhibit a wide variety of trait
and performance differences; (ii) neutrality requires equaliz-
ing trade-offs that cancel out those differences to leave
identical ﬁtness for all species; (iii) such perfectly ﬁtness
equalizing trade-offs are highly improbable, and highly
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tion), we can now combine a low prior for neutrality, with
the large body of data that rules out pure (or nearly pure)
neutrality (ecological succession, species-habitat correla-
tions, non-random correlations among species in space and
time), that directly refutes the assumption of functional
equivalence (e.g. Fargione, Brown & Tilman 2003), that
rejects the predictions of neutral theory (reviewed by McGill,
Maurer & Weiser 2006) or that rules in strong niche regula-
tion (e.g. Levine & HilleRisLambers 2009). In our opinion,
all of this leaves us with a very low posterior probability for
neutrality as the explanation for the long-term co-occurrence
ofcontrastingspecieswithinecologicalcommunities.
In contrast,nichetheory has identiﬁeda limited number of
spatio-temporal coexistence mechanisms that allow the
deterministic coexistence of large numbers of species
(Chesson 2000b), as well as many ecological processes that
can underlie these mechanisms (e.g. habitat specialization,
variation in germination requirements, Janzen-Connell
effects, etc.). All these mechanisms induce density depen-
dence, which causes the abundance of the species remaining
in the community to become adjusted until each species has
equal per-capita growth rate. If the species composition is
perturbed, density dependence immediately induces species
differences in per-capita growth rates, which causes the
speciescompositiontoreturntoward the pre-perturbed state.
Thus, it is crucial to distinguish between the predictions of
niche theory, which states that species are expected to exhibit
equal per-capita population growth rates when and only when
the species composition of the community is at its equilibrium
state; from the predictions of neutral theory, which states
that species are expected to exhibit equal per-capita growth
rateregardlessofthespeciescompositionofthecommunity.
Importantly, coexistence via density dependence is robust
to species differences in baseline ﬁtness (i.e. ﬁtness measured
within some reference community, e.g. an empty landscape,
or a community where all species are equally represented). If
ﬁtness differences are not too large, species with lower base-
lines ﬁtness can remain in the community because their
reduced abundance results in reduced density dependence,
thus allowing them to achieve a per-capita growthrate that is
equal to that of the more common species (Chesson 2000a).
Thus, coexistence under niche structure is robust to the same
ecological realities discussed above – arbitrary nonlinear
functions relating different traits, spatial and temporal envi-
ronmental variation, idiosyncratic species differences – that
destroyneutrality.
Returningtothecontinuum
The resultspresentedaboveeffectivelyruleoutthepossibility
of purely neutral dynamics in any community that exhibits
large trait differences. That is, they rule out the possibility
that the distribution of traits is free to drift within any com-
munity. But they also help to constrain our understanding of
the likely relative strength of neutrality vs. niches in structur-
ing communities in general, by altering our perception of the
likely magnitude of interspeciﬁc differences in baseline ﬁt-
ness.Without equalizing trade-offs,the observed variation in
multiple species traits imply ﬁtness differences of several
orders of magnitude. Equalizing trade-offs can be expected
to reduce this ﬁtness variation. But, as explained above, this
compensation can be expected to be far from perfect in most
cases. Thus, we expect substantial differences in baseline ﬁt-
ness to remain even after equalizing trade-offs have been
accountedfor.Specieswithverydifferentbaselinedifferences
in ﬁtness can only be maintained in a community via strong
niche regulation. This, in turn, implies that the distribution
of traits in most communities is strongly regulated – i.e. that
mostcommunitiesarefarfromneutral.
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